2018 CIT International Conference

Keynote and Workshop Presentations Now Available

Below is a listing of all the workshops and Keynote Presentations from the 2017 CIT International Conference. **We are still collecting so they are not all here yet. Please be patient with us.**

Please note the following when looking for a workshop or Keynote presentation:

1. Only one of our four Keynotes had PPT presentations. Those are attached as PDF files.

2. People sent in their presentations in two ways - either as a PPT or as a PDF. If it came in as a PPT when you click on the title it will download the presentation to your lower left corner of your monitor. If it came in as a PDF it will open right up as a document. We could not convert the PPT’s to PDF as some have animation and layering which would get lost in the transfer.

3. For those presentations that are in a PPT format, the best way to view those once you have opened them up is to view as a full Slide Show. Many presenters have included animation and layering of slides so you won’t get the full effect without viewing the PPT as a presentation (slide show).

4. **We will be working to get as many, if not all, of the Presentations from the conference. If there is a particular workshop that does not have a link to the presentation please be patient as we will continue to reach out to presenters. If a presenter does not wish to release their presentation, we will note that. We will then provide you with the Presenter’s contact information for you to contact directly.**

**Tuesday August 14, 2018**

8:00 - 12 noon

- Learning Academy I - Starting or Improving your CIT Program
- Learning Academy II - Building Resiliency: Surviving Secondary Trauma  *(PPT presentation is not available. Click on the presentation title and it will take you to Darren Ivey's email)*

1:00 - 5:00 pm

- Learning Academy III - Learn to Pause: Mindfulness and Meditation for our CIT Partners
Creating Mental Health Awareness in an airport setting

Beyond Calls for Service: Moving Your CIT Program from Courtship to Marriage

PAWS and POLICE

Advanced/In-Service Training: Lessons Learned from our Four City Pilot

Crisis Support Training (CST): Partnering Firefighters and Police on Crisis Calls

Improving Response to Individuals w/Mental Illnesses: The One Mind Campaign after 2 years

Law Enforcement and the Mental Health Awareness Flag

Mental Health Management Unit and the CIT Officers role

Effectively incorporating LGBTQIA+ into your CIT curriculum

When Less is More - A Smaller City's Approach to CIT

Screening for the Prevalence of Severe Mental Illness in your Jail

"Copy That"

CIT Program Review: Supporting Officers & Improving Program Outcomes

Your brain on drugs: Disentangling CIT response and drug-induced psychosis

CIT: Helping to Identify Aggression & Predict Violence

The Connections Between Addiction, Mental Illness, Trauma, Police Officers, Self-Termination, Truths and Hopes

Improving Officer Response Through Effective Information Use

The Importance of Police and Mental Health Collaborations During Disasters: Hurricane Harvey

¡No Estoy Loco! Barriers and Solutions when interviewing Hispanic clients in crisis

The Evolution of Police Outreach to those Living on the Streets

Enhancing the Basic Crisis Intervention Team (CIT) Curriculum

Not that kind of chatroom: a videoconferencing program for CIT continuing education

Cop Culture - What is a Police Officer?

"Coffee with a Co-Responder"

It's a Crisis...Keys to Intervene and Resolve Using Role Plays

SNP- Offering a holistic, urgent social response to high users of emergency services

Resilience and Recovery - Officer Wellness - The Journey Back

Turning Tragedy into Success

HEARING VOICES - Experience what people with psychiatric disabilities are challenged with everyday.

The neurochemistry of fear and violence-Bringing safety and healing to communities

Utilizing Treatment Courts as a Behavioral Health Intervention

Moral Injury--An Insidious Infliction of Veterans and First Responders

Law Enforcement Road Runners: Costs of Transportation for Mental Illness Crisis Response
3:30 - 5:00 pm
How Do You Speak During a Behavioral Health Crisis?
Beach Basics: How Virginia Beach CIT has had 10 years of success!
De-escalation: What it really is and how to do it  *(PPT presentation is not available. Click on the presentation title and it will take you to Chris Stoaks' email)*
50 NEW Ways to Improve your CIT Training and Program
H.O.T. Cops - 21st Century Policing of the Homeless
Serving Safely: Enhanced Policing for Those with Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities
Mindfulness: The Other Situational Awareness  *(PPT presentation is not available. Click on the presentation title and it will bring you to Demita Kinard's email)*
The Critical Role of Crisis Receiving Centers in CIT Programs
The Secret to Establishing a Rural CIT Program - Community
CIT and Corrections: Implementation, Adaptation, and Evaluation
"How Trauma-Informed Improves Criminal Justice System Responses"
The Reese’s effect: What happens when two successful programs come together

Thursday August 16, 2018
9:00 - 10:00 am
Understanding and Preventing Criminal Behavior Among People with Serious Mental Illness

10:15 - 11:15 am
Show me the money: Fundraising for your CIT Program demystified
Jefferson Parish Sheriff’s Office response to barricaded individuals with mental illness
Creating a Role Play Crescendo's Kudo Plan
It all begins at 9-1-1: Developing Dispatcher-Focused CIT Training in Portland, OR
Mental Health and Law Enforcement
Gaining Empathy for Individuals Experiencing Hallucinations and Skills to Help
Communication Skills
CIT is MORE than just training...We are the MORE!
Data Collection for the Law Enforcement Agency
Filling the Gaps---Community Collaboration and Crisis
The Top-10 Reasons to Start a Police Homeless Outreach Team (and How)
Using Telepsychiatry for Patrol Deputies in the Harris County (TX) Sheriff’s Office
"I'm surprised you're so high functioning." An officer's story of stigma.

1:30 - 2:30 pm
Death by Power Point
Reinforce, Reset, and Release: Strategies to Protect Against Vicarious Trauma
Charters, Magnets and Private Schools – Ignoring the Threats of School Violence
“How’s it Going?” An Evaluation of Toronto’s Police-Mental Health Service Team
Your Police Department is not too Small for a Co-responder
Effective Community Responses to Mental Health Crisis: A National LE Curriculum
Early Diversion and Problematic Recidivists: A Combined Effort For Success
Mental Health Resource Officer; Chicago Police Department's Transformation Efforts Through its CIT
Enhancing Police Responses to Children Exposed to Violence: Toolkit for Law Enforcement
Transforming Law Enforcement Perspective of Substance Use Disorder
A Community Connected- An Inter-city Alliance to Help Individuals in Crisis

2:45 - 3:45 pm
Update: Is CIT "Evidence-Based?"
Operation Opioid: A Strategic CIT Response
Police Emotional Intelligence: The Continuum of Empathy
Policing Smarter With Local Resources
Connecting the 3 C's: CIT, CNT, and CISM
Development and Implementation of Crisis Intervention Teams in Liberia, West Africa
CIT and Community Mental Health Liaisons Pulling Together to Expand in Missouri
Crisis Communications: a review of the active listening skills
A Native American Interpretation of CIT
The Oregon CIT Center of Excellence (CITCOE) - A Statewide Collaboration
HOARDING-Mental Illness or "not our business"?
Mental Health Unit Creation and Expansion at the Harris County Sheriff's Office

4:00 - 5:00 pm
Focusing on Police when the Mental Health System Fails--Finding a Better Way
One Step At a Time: Building a Successful Mental Health Co-Responder Program
Vicarious Trauma, Compassion Fatigue, and Burnout: What you need to know
Stepping up for CIT- Mapping opportunities for diversion
Central Receiving Center: A Community Effort
Medication Assisted Treatment and Trauma: CIT’s Roles in Addressing the Opioid Epidemic
Youth Crisis: Doing What Works
Youth Crisis - Articles
Working Together: Collaboration between law enforcement and clinical providers
Breaking the Cycle of Addiction and Criminality
CIT/Joint Response Team Options for a Rural Community: A Recipe for Success
CIT Core Elements Revisited: Why Mandating CIT Training May Not Be Optimal
Co-Responder, Australian Style

Friday August 17, 2018
8:30 - 9:30 am
CIT... and what else?
Helping Our LGBTQ Youth Thrive and Survive (PPT presentation is not available. Click on the presentation title and it will bring you to Kimberlee Ellis-Shaw’s email.
Western NY Successes in CIT Care Management
Gap Analysis Matters: Data Driven Law Enforcement Mental Health Response
The Stepping Up Initiative
Additional Information
20 Ways to Make Your CIT A Success
Enough about Big Cities: Building Co-Response Programs in Small and Mid-Sized Agencies
Using Triage to Put the Right People At The Right CIT Call
Blended CIT: How MDOC Gets the Word Out!

9:45 - 11:15 am
TEAM UP: Going to bat for the homeless
TEAM UP: Going to bat for the homeless - second PPT
I’m CIT trained, Now What? Starting a CIT Program from Scratch (PPT presentation is not available. Click on the presentation title and it will take you to Troy Siewert’s email)

Oscar Winning Role-Plays: Strategies for Delivering Effective CIT Scenarios
P.A.A.R.I. (Police Assisted Addiction Recovery Initiative) and Anne Arundel County Safe Stations

Combat to Community: Engaging with Veterans in Crisis
Suicide by Cop: A Hostage Negotiator's Confrontation and the Aftermath.
LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION! = Best FREE videos for CIT Trainings and Presentations

Peer Support – the “Secret Sauce” on the Path Towards Recovery!
CIT in Corrections, If not Now, When?